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Finding the Balance
Take a Look at Your Program

Finished files are the result of years of scientific study combined with the experience of many years
May the Balance Be With You!
IEP Resiliency Through Increased Visibility and Connections: Looking local + Building relationships

• What internationally focused businesses and organizations are in your local community?
• What local businesses have international staff?
• What local events have international reach?
• What departments on campus/local partners could you partner with to offer joint programming?
• What other organizations in your region could you partner with to address city/state government?
• What lessons can be learned from past times of hardship?
H.E.’s New Mandate for Student Success Creates A Vital Role for IEPs

“Academic failure is not a singular, one-time event; it’s the gradual erosion of confidence, motivation, and persistence over time, the inevitable outcome of an accumulated series of missed opportunities for intervention.”

Meeting Institutional and Corporate Priorities

• “Opening the world through education”
• Staying flexible also means difficult decisions
• Something for everyone from junior courses to university preparation and corporate language course; 100+ nationalities
• Brand promotion and recognition through EPI (English Proficiency Index), Cycling Team and being the official Olympic language provider.
Questions, comments?